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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade. there has been a significant revival in the dvelopment of Boron eutron Capture
Therapy (BNCT) as a treatment modality for curing cancerous tumours, especially giloblastoma multiforme
and (sub)cutaneous alignant melanoma. In 187 a European Collaboration on BNCT was formed. with
the prime task to identify uitable rsearch reactors in Europe whom BNCT ould be applied. Due to
reasons discussed in this paper, the HFR Peden was chosen as the toot-bed for demonstrating BNCT.
Currently, the European Collaboration is approaching the start of linical trials, using opithermal eutrons
and borocaptale sodium (BSH) as the B delivery agent The treatment is planned to start In the first half
of 1996.
The paper here presents an overview on the principle of BNCT, the requirements imposed on a research
reactor in order to be considered for BNCT, and the perspectives for ther European materials testing
reactors. A brief summary on the current status of the work at Potion is given. including: the design.
construction and characterisation of the opithermal neutron beam: performance and rsults of the healthy
tissuetolerancestudy. thedevelopmervtatatreatmordplanning prograrnmebased ontheMordeCarlocods
MCNP: the design of an irradiation room; and on the clinical trials themselves.

1. INT'RODUCMON

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCI') is based on the nuclear reaction that occurs when the
stable isotope B, captures a thermal neutron yielding a U nucleus and an energetic a('He) particle. The
concept of utilising this reaction for treating cancer, was fu-st postulated in 19360), but without the
necessary high flux neutron source, could not be attempted until almost 20 years later(3) at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA and a few years later at the MIT reactor in Boston, USA.
Unfortunately, the results were deemed a failure(') and further clinical trials with BNCT in the USA were
consequently abandoned.

The development in 1967 of the compound sodium mercaptoundecahydrododecaborate,
NaB12H,,SH (BSH) led to the start of clinical trials on human glioma patients in 1968 by H. Hatanaka
inJapan.HatanakatreatedoverlOOpatients,withsomereportedsuccesses,includinga5-yearsurvivalrate
of 29% has been reported. Furthermore, since 1988, Y. Mishima. has been treating patients with inoperable
or metastatic melanoma, using the boron compound, p-dilydroxboryl phenylalanine (BPA) administered
in perilesional injections. Again, some local positive responses are reported.

'Me apparent successes of these trialsOl with prolonged survival times, lead to a evival of BNCT
interests in both the USA() and Europe(). With respect to the treatment of glioma, both the American
and European programmes will utilise improved, higher quality neutron beams that deliver higher energy
( = 10 keV neutrons than the beams of thermal neutrons used in Japan. Such a strategy avoids the need
for craniotomy at the irradiation facility, when treating, for example, a glioma.

In the USA, as a result of this new initiative, clinical trials started last September 1994) at the
BNIRR in Brookhaven, and so far, 10 glioma patients have been treated. At the same time, a trial has
started at the MIT reactor, where 3 patients with dermal melanoma metastases have been treated.



In Europe, the Japanese success lead to the formation in 1987 of the European Collaboration
Group on BNCI'O. One of the prime tasks of the group was to identify a suitable research reactor where
a BNC`r facility could be constructed. Such tasks need to consider, not only the nuclear characteristics of
the reactor, but also to have the means to:

-design a filtered neutron beam with the required characteristics
-manufacture and construct the ftered neutron beam
-fully characterise the beam, using a variety of dosimetry techniques, as well as biological

characterisation, using cell culture experiments,
-perform a healthy tissue tolerance study, using in the case of glioma treatment, a suitable

canine model
-design and ostruct a fully shielded treatment room, to satisfy radioprotection

requirements, and to include an observation area to monitor the patient, plus outside
facilities to receive and prepare the patient for treatment

-have available on-line boron concentration measuring techniques (prompt gamma ray
analysis)

-gain approval of a treatment protocol, a treatment planning program, a boron-carrying
drug

-gain a licence from the relevant authorities to use the facility for patient treatment
-gain the necessary funding

With respect to the topic of this paper, it should be noted that in the early 1980s, there were
almost 20 research reactors in the European Community. Soon after the formation of the European
collaboration in 1987/88, there were only 4 facilities remaining (BR2, HR Petten, OSIRIS and SLOE),
that could be considered feasible sites. When taking into account the factors listed above, plus the
prospects of future funding and reliability on continued operation over a number of years, for example,
it was soon apparent that the HFR at Petten in the Netherlands, was the most suitable reactor.
Furthermore, the HFR is owned by the Commission of the European Communities, and therefore could
be considered as a centralised European facility.

The subsequent development of a BNCT facility at the HFR Petten was concentrated at one of
the horizontal beam tubes which was re-configured to produce a neutron beam of suitable characteristics
for the application of BNCT. The design and installation of the facility() is presented in a later section.
During recent years, an experimental programme has been addressed that determined the preconditions
needed before clinical trials could begin.

Furthermore, the European Collaboration chose the compound borocaptate sodium (BSH, 95%
enriched in "B), as the drug for the European clinical trials. This is also the drug used by the Japanese
to treat gliornas. Whilst in the current USA trials, the drug boronophenylalanine or BPA is used. This drug
is also being used in another Japanese trial for the treatment of cutaneous melanoma by BNCT.

2. THE EUROPEAN COLLABORATION GROUP ON BNCT

The European Collaboration group("), formed in 1987, currently consists of over 80 members from
over 40 research centres in 16 European countries. The activities of the group are Coordinated by the
project leader, Prof.D.Gabel of the University of Bremen, and a pr6ect management group, representing
all the disciplines in BNCT. In 1988, the group was successful in receiving fancial support in the form
of a Concerted Action (CA) from the Commission of the European Communities' Medical and Health
Research programme in Brussels. This enabled through direct fancial support, regular meetings to be
held, and personnel and materials to be exchanged between countries and institutes. Meetings in the sub-
group areas of radiobiology, chemistry, physics and clinical applications, are held on a frequent basis. Apart
from the annual plenary meetings, the CA organised and funded an international workshop at Petten in
1991 under the theme 'Towards Clinical Trials of Glioma with BNCT-01).

Following the identification of Petten as the reactor to perform BNCT, the goup gave itself two
priority tasks

i) to initiate clinical trials of gliorria at the earliest possible date at the High Flux Reactor
Petten in Ile Netherlands,



and ii) to create conditions that other turnouts can be treated at Petten and at other European
sites.

The local activities at Petten are managed by the Joint Research Centre of the Commission of the
European Communities, the owners of the HR. Ile activities are coordinated by a so-called Petten
BNCT group, consisting of members of the Department of Physics, and Department of Radiobiology and
Radiciecology at the neighbouring Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) at Petten, and the
Department of Radiotherapy at the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) in Amsterdam 'Me group also
collaborates with the Universities of Amsterdam and Utrecht, plus the Department of Neurosurgery at the
University Hospital in Leiden.

During the last 2 years, the experimental phase has been completed. In the last 12 months, a
treatment room and observation area have been constructed. WhiLst towards the end of this year 1995),
the outside facilities wl become available. With these milestones in mind, the principal medical partners
in the European Collaboration, ie. University Hospitals at Essen, Graz, Hamburg, Lausanne and Nice,
along with the Petten group and the University of Bremen, were recently successful in gaining further
funding as a Shared Cost Action through the Biomedicine and Health Research Programme of the EC
This funding wl provide the necessary resources to perform the proposed Phase 111 clinical trials at
Petten on glicinia patients.

3. THE PRINCIPLES OF BNCT

BNCT brings together two components that if kept separate would have only minor effects on
normal cells.The first component is a stable isotope of boron B) which needs first to be concentrated
in the tumour. Ile second is a beam of low energy neutrons that need to be directed towards and into
the tumour bed. When low energy neutrons interact with a boron nucleus, they are captured, the isotope
becomes unstable and instantaneously fissions, generating short range, high Linear Energy Transfer (LEI)
particles. The Li atom and the stripped 'He atom, or a-particle, have a mximum range in tissue of
approximately and 9um respectively.'In 93.7% of the disintegrations, a total energy of 231 MeV is
deposited within the range of one ell diameter. In principle, therefore, one event liberates enough energy

to kill a ell. Other nuclides that are present in the
body (hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen) possess

Thermal Flux Densities in a TE Phantom such low cross sections for thermal neutron capture,
for thermal and epithermal nutran bsms that already modest amounts of boron (in the order of

several tens of microgram boron per gram tissue)
tr�i b"rn suffice to deliver a substantially increased dose to that
eptunrMw tam tissue.

Therefore, neutron capture therapy becomes
clinically attractive only if a sufficiently high thermal
neutron flux can be delivered to the target volume10 
and if a sufficiently high concentration of B can be
obtained in the tuniour, with low concentrations in the
surrounding normal tissues.E

4. EPITHERMAL NEUTRON BEAMS

Z 4.1 Advantages and therapeutic gain

In the American trials of the 50's and 60's,
and also as presently used in Japan, thermal neutron
beams are used. Thermal neutrons, ie. neutrons below

0 r 0.414eV, are capable of being captured by al
0 5

depth (cm) elements in the body, and therefore have only a
limited depth to which they can penetrate before

Figure 1.7hermal neutron flux density as a function capture occurs. However, epithermal neutrons, ie.
of depth inside a TE phantom (curves normalised neutrons of higher energy in the energy range of I eV
to 7cm dpth) to 10 keV, are not captured as efficiently by the atonis



of the body. Tey will however lose energy through collision and thus will eventually reduc 'e their energy
to thermal values. Ile predominate interaction is elastic scatter with the hydrogen nucleL Hence, to
achieve low enough energies to be captured by the cB nuclei an epithermal neutron must undergo a
sufficient number of scattering events to reduce its energy. Hence, neutrons of high energy utilise the
overlying tissue, ie. the healthy tissue above the tumour, to lose energy. Therefore, for a beam of neutrons
with a broad energy range, the quantity of thermalised neutrons at depth varies with position. From
nuclear calculations, it can be shown that the preferred energy range of the incident neutrons is between
I eV and 20 keV, ie. the so-called epithermal range. The thermal neutron flux density as a function of
depth in tissue for an epithermal neutron beam and a thermal neutron beam is shown in Figure 10') It
can be seen that an epithermal neutron beam has a thermal neutron flux peak at 23 cm depth in the
tissue, delivers a much lower thermal neutron dose to the tissue at the surface, ie. the skin, and can
penetrate the tissue to give greater doses at depth.

4.2 Beam design

For a reactor-based facility(M, the eutrons travelling down the beam emanate rom the fission
process in the reactor core following fission of 'U in the reactor fuel. The initial energy of these neutrons
is of the order of 2 MeV. The energy of the neutrons must therefore be reduced by 67 orders of
magnitude before the neutron interacts with the `13 nuclei in the turnour ell. As an additional
consequence of using a reactor-based beam, gamma rays as well as neutrons of all other energies are
present in the beam, which themselves can give significant doses to the healthy tissue. Through interactions
and/or ollisions in suitable filter materials, a neutron either loses some of its energy, is deflected
completely out of the beam, is captured by the nuclei of the material, or, at preferred energies, is aowed
to traverse the material through characteristic 'windows'. A compromise is usually reached whereby there
is a trade off between the desired epitbermal neutron flux intensity and the beam contaminants.

S. THE P I N BNCT FACELITY

5.1 The High Flux Materials Testing Reactor (HFR) Petten

Ile High Flux Materials Testing Reactor (HFR)(') at Petten is owned and managed by the
Commission of the European Communities and has, for the last 25 years, been utilised for the irradiation
testing of materials and nuclear fuel for the European civil nuclear power programme. The reactor
operates at 45MW and is cooled and moderated by light water.The reactor is equipped with 12 horizontal
beam tubes, used mainly for nuclear physics and solid state physics research. With respect to BNCT to
obtain a sufficient and adequate flux of neutrons, the beam tube arrangement, HB11/12 at the north side
of te reactor vessel, satisfies the necessary physical requirements, ie a large diameter beam that faces a
large source area of a high flux reactor. In addition, the exit side of the beam can accommodate a large
working area for developing an irradiation room(), see Figure 2 Furthermore, the facility faces the reactor
building's emergency exit, giving in effect, unhindered access from outside.

5.2 Design of the Petten neutron beam

Following 2 years of pre-studies and measurements to conf=i the known favourable nuclear
characteristics of the proposed beam tube, the design for the required filter configuration to produce an
epithermal neutron beam at HB11 was completed in 1990. The-design goals are:

• neutron flux density a 10'neutrons / CM2S

(at the therapy position),
• mean neutron energy < 10.0 keV),

and 0 ganuna dose rate < 0.5 G hr.

The requirements are chosen to enable a treatment to be completed in a reasonable time (- 
hour), probably in 4 fractions (= 15 minutes each ). The mean neutron energy is an indication of the
average neutron dose rate. This is considered a useful indication of the quality of the beam and reflects
the fast neutron contamination in the beam. For the incident gamma dose rate, this must be sufficiently
small as not to dominate the total (incident induced) gamma dose rate at the tuniour site.



Ile design calculations at Petten were performed using the Monte Carlo code, MCNP('I. he
code MCNP tends to be preferred for such design worL It contains, amongst other things, a precise,
continuous cross section library a full 3-D capability for modelling complex geometries and can perform
detailed neutron and photon transport through target media.

For the Petten facility, the following combination of fter materials and thicimesses to produce
the optimal beam characteristics was chosen('-'�: 15cm Al; 5= S; lcm Ti; 01cm Cd, and 150cm liquid Ar.
The final, constructed, ftered beam configuration is shown in Figure 3.
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53 Free beam characterisation and in-phantom measurements

For BNCI'applications, it must be demonstrated that the beam parameters remain constant, ie.
the beam is reliable and consistent. This is of particular importance for a reactor-based facility, where the
characteristics of the reactor change regularly due to operational needs. Consequently, full characterisation
of the beam must be performed regularly. At the HIFR, such measurement campaigns have been performed
several times. A variety of dosimetry techniques have been used, including 'He detectors-, proton recoil
spectrometers; Bonner spheres; activation foils; B, chambers; TDs-, and GM-tubes. The 'standard'
measured beam characteristics at lan from the exit of the final aperture in the free beam, are:

total neutron flux 3.8 x 10' /cm/s
thermal flux (< 0414 eV I 6 x 1� /cm2/s
epithermal flux 0414 eV to 10 keV 3.3 x 10' n/cm2/s
fast flux > 10 keV ) 4.7 x 107 n/CM2/S

"average" neutron energy 10.4 keV
incident photon dose LZ Gy/hr

To qualify beam consistency, several measurements have been performed using standarised
activation fog and TLD sets. To cover as much of the neutron energy range as possible, a fog set is used
consisting of 11 foils stacked in or behind a Cd box, of dimensions 020mm and 2mm thick, with an
additional Au fog on the outside. The measurements performed show remarkable consistency, with results
varying by only some 45%.

Many phantom measurements have also performed, using solid and hollow cylindrical, beagle
head-like, cuboid, and humanoid shapes. Phantom measurements can be performed relatively quickly and
as such an intensive programme of work has been carried out. Parameters studied include the effect of
beam diameter, phantom shape and incident beam direction.

5.4 Heafthy tissue tolerance study

A healthy tissue tolerance study was performed in order to determine the sale irradiation dose
that the healthy tissue can tolerate at boron concentrations expected in patient treatment("). The study was
necessary, as brain tumours at depth are to be treated. Hence, the peak dose outside the tuniour region
occurs 'at 23 cm depth, ie. in the healthy brain. The limiting dose here, as in conventional radiotherapy,
is the maximum dose to which the brain may be irradiated. he expected boron dose during treatment is
25-50 ppm `B in blood. A matrix of experiments was performed whereby the boron dose and irradiation
time were varied. Both single and multi-fractionation 4) experiments were performed. he latter is
intended to simulate as closely as possible the expected treatment scheme for the eventual patient
irradiations.

Prior to irradiation, extensive examinations and evaluation of the healthy state of the dogs were
performed. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on each beagle before irradiation, which
serves as a control. For monitoring the late radiation effects, MRI's were taken 4 5 6 9 and 12 months
after irradiation. In cases where neurological symptoms occur, additional MRI's are immediately carried
out. To determine the blood `B concentration during irradiation, blood samples were taken before
irradiation, after half of the projected total irradiation tme (beam closure time 2 min.), and after
irradiation. Boron content of the blood can be analyzed at Petten by two different methods: i) Prompt
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy (PGRS) and ii) Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-AES).

'Me principal conclusion of the study was that, with clinically realistic boron concentrations, the
only tissue in which unacceptable damage occurred at over-exposure was the healthy brain. Boron from
BSH was found to be very ineffective in damaging the healthy brain tissue. Intervening tissue such as skin
and bone suffered minor damage, if at a, as also seen in conventional radiotherapy. This demonstrates
the safety of the irradiation set-up for therapy.



5.5 Design of the patient teatment room(17)

For patient treatment, the principle criterium is to have sufficient space to be able to irradiate the
head of the patient from both sides, hence requiring a semi-circle with a m radius, centred about the
therapy position. Also, a ceiling height of at least 2m is desirable. Additional requirements are an on-line
monitoring system of the beam and patient, and other safety-related features such as an emergency et
with free access to the room (in case of ailure of the main, automatic entrance door).

The Petten BNCT irradiation facility, including the filtered neutron beam, a main beam shutter,
an emergency beam shutter and a shielded irradiation room, was structurally completed in early 1994.Me
internal height of the room is 22 m., with floor dimensions of 465 x 28 Due to the high radiation
levels during treatment, the shielded ceiling, for example, comprises of 2 layers of solid steel beams, each
100 rnm thick, layer of lead bricks, 50 mm thick and 2 layers of borated polyethylene, each 50 mm thick.
Ile inside surfaces of the whole room are lined with or 2 layers of borated polyethylene plates, attached
to heavy concrete walls. In addition, for personnel radioprotection a fully implemented safety system has
been installed, which interlocks a system of micro-switches and infra-red sensors with visual and audible
signals an and at a entrance points to the room. The beam shutters are automatically activated if any
violation occurs of the micro-switch and sensor set-ups, as well as violation of pre-specified dose limits,
as registered via means of an in-beam, on-line monitoring system consisting of a twinned set-up of
ionization chambers, fission chambers and Geiger-MOller counters. Detection by these instruments of any
variation in the beam parameters that could have a severe effect on the dose received by the patient, is
of the utmost iportance. This is especially iportant for a multi-purpose reactor-based facility where
other activities are in progress. The monitoring should therefore detect parameters such as: neutron
spectrum shifts; changes in flux intensity; and changes to the neutron:gatruna ratio.

For patient positioning and treatment, three positioning laser lights have been installed to re-
produce the beam centre line. During treatment, the patient is monitored by means of a video-camera,
microphone and intercom connected to a dedicated observation area outside and adjacent to the
irradiation room. During the treatment, the patient is placed on a specially built treatment table. The main
structure of the table is made of aluminium to minimize radiation due to neutron activation of the table
structure. Ile topside, upon which the patient lies, is made of wood. Directly underneath the head of the
patient, a 50 mm thick plate of lithiated polyethylene is present, again minimizing activation of the table
material.

An observation area, outside and adjacent to the irradiation room, has been suitably equipped to
house a TV monitor, computer terminals, and the beam operator's control panel. Outside the reactor
building, but linked directly to the reactor, via the reactor's emergency exit, a reception and preparation
building is under construction. This building, for the clinical trials, is a temporary unit with sufficient office
space for a reception area, patient preparation and doctor's consultancy rooms, a storage room and a
waiting room. An artist's ipression of the overall facility is shown in Fig.4.

6. CLIMCAL TRLAU OF BNCT AT PEXMN

6.1 Treatment planning

Treatment planning for BNCT does not differ in principle from any other type of radiotherapy.
The main difference with conventional external beam treatment planning is that BNCT requires separate
planning of four dose components: the neutron dose, the gamma-ray dose, the proton absorbed dose and
the additional energy deposition caused by boron capture, which is generally called the boron dose
component. The four separate plans then have to be combined applyingvarious factorswhich translate the
absorbed dose into biologically weighted doses.

Currently there are two approaches of BNCT treatment planning for the Petten project under
evaluation. The first is based on Monte Carlo calculations and uses a computer code developed at INEI,
Idaho(") and currently in clinical use on patients in the Brookhaven trials since 1994. The second applies
the semi-empirical approach as available in conventional, commercial, treatment planning systems, eg.
Nucletron PATO, for external photon and electron beams, and is currently investigated at the
Netherlands Cancer Institution in Amsterdam.
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Figure 4 Overview of the Petten BNCT facility during patient treatment, showing cut-out
to reactor vessel, beam tube configuration and shielded room

The goals of treatment planning are to maximise the tumoricidal effect and minimise the healthy-
tissue dose. These goals wl be attained by designing the field so as to maximise the homogeneity of dose
to the patient target volume (PTV) while also meeting the requirements for healthy-tissue sparing. The
results of the planning wl include: isocontour representation of doses for a image slices; dose/volume
relationships for the PTV and brain volume outside the V; dose rates for each component and for total
biologically-weighted dose corresponding to the 100 % isocontour reference dose; dose to tissue at risk
including the eyes, skin, chiasma, hypothalamus, hypophysis; and specific plans for positioning of the
patient relative to the beam for each field.

6.2. Treatment protocol

6.2.1 Proposed initial study of BNCT in Europe

The treatment protocol for BNC7 of malignant glionias with BSH and epithermal neutrons at the
HFR Petten has been written by the clinicians in the European Collaboration Group. 'Me principal
proposers are Dr. Wolfgang Sauerwein of the Universititsklinilum in Essen and Dr. Heinz Fankhauser
at the University Hospital in Lausanne, Switzerland("). The aim of the clinical trials is two-fold: i) to
determine the normal tissue tolerance to the Petten beam during BNC7 of supratentorial malignant glioma
treatment at known blood levels of B, and ii) to gain information on the efficacy of BNCT' against
regrowth of maximally resected tumours and growth contrast or regression of partially resected or biopsied
turriours.

The study design wl include criteria for: patient selection, eg. good neurological grade, physically
able to travel (to Petten); consent to BSH uptake and histological examination of the turriour, treatment,
eg 4 fractions at 24 hour intervals, blateral radiation; follow-up studies, eg. clinical examinations and MRI,
pituitary and visual function examinations, and reoperation of the tumour if felt necessary.

6.2.2 Surgery with BSH uptake study

The goal of this step is to

a. confirm the diagnosis of glioblastoma by histology
b. debulk the tumour mass, offering the patient the benefit of a proven treatment modality and



allowing for maximum radiation effect 
C. establish that the stipulated boron uptake in tumour and boron concentration in blood, as wel as

a stipulated tumour-to-blood concentration ratio, can be expected during the subsequent
radiotherapy.

Due to the relative frequency of non-glioma tumours (metastasis, brain abcess lower grade glioma,
etc.) diagnosed as glioblastoma before surgery, the histological confirmation is necessary. Furthermore
BNCT relies on a sufficient absolute and differential boron uptake.

6.2.3 rradiation with BNCT instead of conventional radiotherapy or other therapy

BNCT w be administered instead of conventional radiotherapy. It will be performed as a
treatment in four fractions. BSH is infused prior to each fraction, at prescribed time intervals and amounts.
Tle success of BNCTrelies to a large extent on boron accumulation in tumour tissue. Ilerefore a BSH
uptake study must be performed for each patient during the initial surgery. Prior to surgery, the patient
will be given BSH. Ile time point of drug admini tration will be chosen such that surgery wl occur
around the time when BNCT would be administered. le surgically removed tissue wl be analyzed for
boron. Low boron uptake in the tissue wl be interpreted as a sign for insufficient uptake, and these
patients will be excluded from BNC`r.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

BNCT offers the opportunity to treat certain types of tumours that are presently inoperable or
highly metastasised. With the development of better turnour seeking boron-containing compounds and the
improvement in the quality and penetrability of neutron delivery systems, it is now feasible that BNCT can
be successfully demonstrated in Europe.

With a successful demonstration of BNCT at Petten, it is hoped that at other nuclear centres in
Europe and elsewhere worldwide, facilities will be developed for the treatment of tumours by BNCT. With
particlar respect to European centres, there are currently 3 other reactors where BNCr is being actively
pursued. These are: i) the FiR-I reactor at Espoo in Finlandm, ii) the VR-15 reactor at Rez in the
Czech Republic(") and iii) the LFR reactor also at Petten(). Prospects of BNCT at the latter facility are
strongly dependent on the outcome of the trials at the HFR. It is the intention at each facility to start trials
before the end of this century.

Finally, it should be noted that at a typical research reactor centre, it is not to be expected that
more than 1000 patients per year could be treated. In the European Community alone, over 15,000
patients per year are diagnosed with gliorna, inferring that at least 15 treatment ceutres are required if all
patients, if felt appropriate, are to be treated by BNCT. Therefore there is presently a severe shortfall in
the number of facilities tat could be used. Nevertheless, clinical trials of BNCT in Europe using the
Petten research reactor wl begin soon and once proven, other facilities wl be required. However, the
building or re-opening of other research reactors is extremely unlikely and hence, in the near future,
alternative neutron sources wl be needed. Iliese will include most prominently, accelerators and to a
lesser extent radioisotope sources. Regarding the former, there are already well-advanced designs() in
progress to realise such facilities. Their advantages include a low gamma-ray contamination in the beam,
low costs and ease of siting in hospitals.

Finally, in the spirit of the topic of this conference, it should be noted that if the HFR Petten was
to convert to LEU fuel, then from the nuclear calculations that have been performed, the overall effect
on the neutron beam at the Petten facility would be, in fact, an increase in neutron flux of some 34%,
with little change in the mean neutron energy.
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